Basic Assembly Guide for:
Airbrush Models
BD-128, BD-132 and BD-134K
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Basic Kit List:
A: Compressor
B: 2m braided airhose (comes only with BD-134K airbrush)
C: 3m braided airhose
D: 3 way adaptor fitting
E: 1/8 male to 0.5mm female fitting
F: 1/4 male to 1/8 female fitting
G: Double air brush holder
H: BD-128 airbrush
I/J: BD-132 or BD-134K airbrush (depending on kit)

Fitting the airbrush holder:
To fit the airbrush holder, unscrew the large black nut off
the regulator.
Place the holder on to the regulator & then screw the nut
back on till it meets the holder finger tight.
Do not tighten too much as the threads are only plastic on
the regulator / fixing nut.
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Fitting the 3 way adaptor:
To fit the 3 way adaptor, if you wish, screw the only 1/8
female end of the adaptor onto the 1/8 male fitting coming
out of the regulator till the adaptor starts to turn.

FITTING BD-128 AIRBRUSH
Fitting hoses to the BD-128 airbrush can be done in 2 ways.
If you want to use the vinyl hose then take out the 1/4 to
0.5mm adaptor from the box & the 1/4 male to 1/8 female
fitting that came with the compressor. Fit the hose to the
brush & the 1/4 to 0.5mm adaptor, then screw the other
fitting to the adaptor.
You can then just connect the hose to the compressor ready
for use.
If you want to use the braided hose then please take out the
1/8 male to 0.5mm female fitting that came with the compressor & fit it to one end of the hose. Fit the 1/8 end of the
hose to the compressor, then fit the BD-128 to the 0.5mm
adaptor ready for use.

